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Executive Summary 

This deliverable is the first under the project Work package 6 "Regional Rural Change - Pilot Phase 3", 

whose goal is to contribute to rural change by introducing a mission-oriented approach geared towards 

rural regions' challenges. WP6 implementation focuses on delivering change in pilot regions by 

generating bottom-up solutions and co-designing transformative policies, providing support to actors 

who produce it, and measuring the impact of this change. This deliverable examines pilot teams' efforts 

to evaluate the draft plans for transformative policies before implementation. 

This deliverable aims to summarise the first results of the mission-oriented approach implementation 

in the pilot regions. The report is based on an analysis of 12 ex-ante reports and draft Action Plans 

prepared by each pilot region. It studies the results of these evaluations and the effects of the ex-ante 

evaluation exercise on the mission-oriented transformation processes in pilot regions. The report 

shortly outlines selected policy challenges, assesses expected contributions to the key EU missions, 

the quality of the ex-ante tasks related to assessment of internal coherence, and measurement 

framework of planned interventions. It summarises the results of the pilots' work with stakeholders 

and looks for the effects of the ex-ante evaluation on the pilot teams. D6.1 concludes with a set of 

recommendations linked to the above. 

The ex-ante evaluation reports and the draft Regional Action Plans outline main policy challenges that 

pilot regions aim to overcome by transformative measures. These challenges can be organised in 

thematic groups that are related to the quality of governance and collaboration between various 

actors, efforts in promoting the attractiveness of rural territories by business development, transition 

and revitalisation of traditional economies, the transformation of the agriculture sector, improvement 

of digital infrastructure and promoting inflow of young population. Selected challenges and draft 

measures demonstrate the diversity of the pilot regions and reflect the influence of their institutional 

roles and power relationships on the ambition and scale of proposed transformative measures. 

The main task of the ex-ante evaluations was to support the regional Action Plans' planning process, 

help improve them, and thus enable the transformation processes these plans are aiming for. Overall, 

the clarity and coherence of draft interventions are satisfactory, with a description of required 

resources as the weakest point requiring particular pilots' attention during the finalisation process of 

the regional Action Plans. The ex-ante evaluations demonstrate a comprehensive understanding of the 

key EU missions that the pilot Action Plans aim to contribute to but would benefit from a more detailed 

description of contribution mechanisms and means. 

The ex-ante evaluations and the draft Action Plans provide a good ground for measuring future results 

and impacts of draft interventions. However, pilots are encouraged to pay more attention to the 

quality of indicators, the clarity of monitoring and evaluation process and roles of involved 

stakeholders. 

The ex-ante evaluation results show a very high level of stakeholder engagement in the foresight 

processes. However, stakeholder ownership of the results of this process and readiness to participate 

in the implementation of the Action Plans is lower, indicating the necessity for more targeted 

involvement of the stakeholders, emphasising and explaining their roles in reaching necessary 

commitments. The ex-ante evaluation results demonstrate apparent process effects and value in 

promoting dialogue between the teams and stakeholders, stimulating critical reflection and learning. 
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1 Introduction 

Evaluation is an applied inquiry process for collecting and synthesising evidence that results 

in conclusions about the state of affairs, value, merit, worth, significance or quality of a 

program, product, person, or plan (Fournier, 2005). Ex-ante evaluation is conducted before 

implementing a strategy, piece of legislation, programme or project - in our case, it is a 

Foresight package consisting of Foresight Vision, Action Plan and Roadmap aimed at bringing 

transformations in the pilot regions. 

Conducting an ex-ante evaluation while designing an actionable policy framework allows a 

review of the process to improve the quality of planned interventions, provide information 

for future steering decisions, and enable relevant stakeholders to measure outcomes and 

impacts continuously. An additional benefit of an ex-ante evaluation is providing an 

opportunity for closer involvement of various stakeholders in the foresight process and 

increasing their engagement and ownership over the implementation of the Action Plans. 

In the context of the PoliRural project, ex-ante evaluations were carried out during the final 

stage of developing Foresight packages of the twelve pilot regions1 when pilot teams together 

with regional stakeholders and citizens co-designed and developed detailed Action Plans and 

Roadmaps. The main task of the ex-ante evaluations was to support the planning process of 

Regional Action Plans, helping to improve them and thus enabling the transformation 

processes these plans are aiming for. 

Ex-ante evaluation is performed under the PoliRural project Work Package 6 (WP6). This WP 

aims to contribute to rural change by introducing a mission-oriented approach to rural 

regions’ challenges. WP6 comprises three tasks: first focused on delivering change by 

generating bottom-up solutions and co-designing transformative policies, second on 

supporting those who bring the difference, and third on measuring the impact of this change. 

Ex-ante evaluation primarily concentrates on providing the basis for measuring the impact of 

expected policy transformations. It will be followed by a series of ex-durante evaluations 

whose purpose will be to document the progress made, review the involvement of primary 

stakeholders, and identify the first indications of intervention effects. Pilots will perform the 

first ex-durante evaluation exercise in July 2022. During the Regional Action Plan 

implementation process, ex-durante evaluations may be done several times as different 

activities or integrated into broader monitoring processes and systems. 

 

1PoliRural project involves the following pilot regions: Flanders (Belgium), Central Bohemia (Czech Republic), 
Häme (Finland), Central Greece, (Greece), Monaghan (Ireland), Galilee (Israel), Apulia (Italy), Vidzeme (Latvia), 
Gevgelija-Strumica (North Macedonia), Mazowieckie (Poland), Slovakia and Segóbriga (Spain). For more 
information on the pilot regions see https://polirural.eu/pilots/  

https://polirural.eu/pilots/
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1.1 Purpose of the report 

This Ex-ante Intervention Case Study report (Case Study) summarises the first results of the 

mission-oriented approach implementation in the pilot regions. The report is based on an 

analysis of 12 ex-ante reports prepared by each of the pilot regions and studies the results of 

these evaluations and the effects of the ex-ante evaluation exercise on the mission-oriented 

transformation processes.  

The purpose of the Case Study report is to summarise information provided by pilots on 

selected policy challenges and expected contributions to the key EU missions, to assess the 

quality of the ex-ante tasks related to assessment of internal coherence and measurement 

framework of planned interventions, to summarise results of the pilots work with 

stakeholders as well as to look for effects of the ex-ante evaluation to the pilot teams.  

The purpose of this report should be distinguished from the purpose of ex-ante evaluations 

done by each pilot region. According to the Grant agreement, before the start of 

interventions, every pilot has to carry out a data collection task (ex-ante evaluation), laying 

the baseline for the following data collection task a few months later (ex-durante evaluation). 

Ex-ante and ex-durante evaluations aim to look for a difference between assessments to 

identify changes attributed to the PoliRural project. Detailed methodology for the ex-ante 

evaluations is described in the next section. 

1.2 Methodology of the ex-ante process 

From a methodology perspective, the ex-ante evaluation process was divided into five 

consecutive steps (cf. Silvestrini, Stockmann): 

1. Scoping (analysis of context). 

2. Intervention logic (analysis of internal coherence and contribution to key EU 

missions). 

3. Measurement framework (defining baseline and future values). 

4. Assessing performance and engagement. 

5. Integrating data and compiling a report. 

 

The goal of the scoping phase (phase 1) was to understand the context of planned 

interventions and to define what, why, in what time frame, by whom and for what purpose 

they will be evaluated, thus forming an analytical framework of ex-ante evaluation. The 

Figure 1. Main steps of ex-ante evaluation. Figure 1. Main steps of ex-ante evaluation 
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scoping phase included a definition of the evaluation purpose, description of the evaluation 

object including identified policy challenges, measures and target groups, the time horizon for 

ex-ante evaluation, forming of the evaluation team and other stakeholders’ involvement, and 

expected use of the evaluation results. 

The intervention logic analysis phase (phase 2) goal was to review the planned interventions, 

assessing their internal coherence and potential contribution to key EU missions. The 

expected result of this step was an improved intervention logic of the regional Action Plans, 

with clearly defined objectives and plausibly explained measures of their achievement. As well 

as clearly articulated judgments on how the proposed interventions contribute to the goals of 

the following four key EU missions (the reasoning behind each of them concerning PoliRural 

project ambitions is provided in projects deliverable D1.10 “Regional Recommendations”): 

▪ Achieve a JUST transition to NET-ZERO by 2050 (the Green Deal), 

▪ RECOVER from the pandemic and improve the RESILIENCE of the regions, 

▪ Implement a NEW MODEL of AGRICULTURE in Europe (post-carbon, CAP 

reform), 

▪ Implement a nature-based model of sustainability based on BIODIVERSITY. 

The goal of the measurement framework assessment phase (phase 3) was to ensure that the 

measurement framework of the regional Action Plan is clear and operational, and baseline 

and future values are correctly defined. The ex-ante teams were expected to review the 

proposed measurement framework, collect and verify baseline data for all indicators, identify 

and examine the estimated future reference values, and review procedures for monitoring 

and evaluating the Action Plan. It was expected that the results of this step would contribute 

to a finalised monitoring and evaluation system description of the Action Plan. 

The goal of the stakeholder performance and engagement phase (phase 4) was to assess the 

Action Plan readiness for implementation from the stakeholders' engagement perspective 

and the effects of the foresight process on involved stakeholders. It was expected that this 

phase's results would help identify how effectively each of the pilots has engaged stakeholders 

in the foresight process to assess the level of stakeholder's ownership of its results, readiness 

to participate in the Action Plan implementation, and their capacity gains. The assessment 

results of this phase were summarised using evaluation rubrics allowing interpretation and 

summarising evidence in a systematic and transparent way. 

The goal of the data integration and report compilation phase (phase 5) was to summarise 

the ex-ante evaluation report results highlighting lessons learned and outlining pending issues 

that shall be taken into account during finalisation of the Regional Action Plans and examined 

under the ex-durante evaluation. 
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1.3 Methodology of the Case Study report 

Pilot teams in their ex-ante evaluation reports have followed the structure provided in the ex-

ante evaluation methodology; therefore, the results of the analysis in the Case Study report 

are structured following the main sections of the ex-ante evaluation reports. The Case Study 

Report is prepared based on 12 ex-ante evaluation reports provided by the pilot teams. In 

addition, the authors of the Case Study Report (VPR team) analysed the draft versions of 

Regional Action Plans. The Case Study report reflects the situation by the cut-off date of ex-

ante reports (December 15 2021). Pilot teams continue their work on further elaboration and 

improvement of regional Action Plans finalised by March 2022. 

The Case Study report is prepared by the Vidzeme Planning region evaluation team. The report 

contains an aggregation of content from ex-ante reports and an assessment of the quality the 

pilots have performed the task. Assessment of the quality is based on criteria provided in the 

checklist of the ex-ante evaluation methodology where complete correspondence to the 

criteria is awarded 1 point, non-correspondence by 0 points but partial compliance by 0,5 

points. Results of section 4 Performance and engagement are assessed and summarised using 

evaluation rubrics provided in the ex-ante evaluation methodology by the VPR evaluation 

team. 

Results and conclusions of the Case Study report are structured around the following key 

questions proposed by the VPR evaluation team: 

1. What are the main policy challenges that pilot regions aim to influence? 

2. How clear and coherent are designed interventions? Can they bring the expected 

changes? 

3. How are interventions planning to contribute to key missions of the EU at the national 

and regional level? 

4. What is the quality of the measurement framework of planned interventions?  

5. What is the level of stakeholder engagement, ownership, and readiness to participate 

in Action Plan implementation and their major capacity gains from participation in the 

foresight process? 

6. Are there any effects of ex-ante evaluation on the pilot teams? 

1.4 Place of the ex-ante evaluation process in overall AP development system 

In the PoliRural project, ex-ante evaluation has a vital role in the tasks related to Action Plan 

development. To better highlight the part played by ex-ante, it is necessary to provide a short 

overview of other complementary tasks related to the development of Action Plans. The tasks 

and deliverables related to the Action Plans were intended to consist of multiple connected 

parts. They all differ in length, intensity and methods used to implement them, and all have 

to follow in chronological order. 
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First, during the five months, the pilots elaborated their mission-oriented Action Plans and 

identified the most appropriate measures to take. D1.11 Regional Action Plan Template 

supported this activity to guide partners in the right direction. 

The second activity was set up to support the Action Plan developers through guidance and 

review processes. Action plan developments were discussed during 12 bilateral meetings, 

which consisted of each pilot’s experts and the Vidzeme Planning region team. During these 

informal meetings, the pilot teams got constructive feedback, brainstormed alternative 

development pathways, and solved most of their current obstacles. Pilot teams also better 

understood their deliverables role in project macrostructure and how their input will help 

advance the project's goals. Gained insight into the context of specific regional pilots and their 

needs and challenges helped the VPR team adjust their approach when explaining the Action 

Plan related issues and make needed adjustments to ex-ante methodology, taking into 

account local perspectives.  

The third activity organised after the second iteration of Action Plans was a Pilot Summit on 

December 1, 2021. During this online event, representatives from the 12 pilot cases were 

divided into four breakout groups based on their thematic similarities. Each group was given 

a moderator for the facilitation of discussions. During each breakout session, pilots were asked 

to discuss their progress and challenges with the Action Plan development process. Pilots 

could interact and co-create with other pilot teams with similar rural development expertise. 

It is essential that pilots can showcase their work and progress and ask for help from partners 

who have overcome similar challenges in the past. During the Pilot Summit, the ex-ante 

evaluation was presented one more time. 

The fourth activity was ex-ante evaluation. It was clear from the beginning that Action Plans 

without a coherent evaluation and monitoring framework are of limited use and benefit. They 

don't provide necessary detailed information on progress and the specific goals each Action 

Plan aims to achieve. That's why evaluation tasks were set up to assess implementation 

metrics and their impact before the start of interventions (ex-ante), seven months after the 

start of interventions (ex-durante) and optionally after interventions have been finished (ex-

post). To better appraise changes that could be attributed to interventions impacted by each 

pilot and the PoliRural project as a whole, the same methodology for ex-ante and ex-durante 

is to be applied. All pilots will prepare Ex-durante analysis and reports by March 2022. 

The ex-ante evaluation task was led by VPR and included staff training in the different regions. 

VPR distributed guideline and methodology documents to all partners, and the pilots received 

support from the VPR in developing the Ex-ante Report. The overall methodology (explained 

in the previous section) provided a framework and sequence of actions that allowed each pilot 

team to consider each region's nature and context and choose how pilots will apply these 

analytical actions. 

The planning and organising of the individual ex-ante evaluations at the pilot level were based 

on the specific context of each pilot region. In some cases, it was conducted as an internal 
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evaluation done entirely by representatives of pilot teams, usually involving all organisations 

participating in the pilot (Flanders, Häme, Galilee, Mazoviecki, Slovakia). Pilot teams were 

encouraged to separate responsibilities by entrusting evaluation to persons not directly 

involved in drafting the regional Action Plans but who have been involved in the foresight 

activities. Regional stakeholders were primarily engaged in the evaluation process as survey 

respondents, but in several cases they were also involved in the assessment process of the 

proposed interventions (Central Greece, Central Bohemia, Monaghan, Apulia, Vidzeme, 

Gevgelija-Strumica, Segobriga). 

The ex-ante evaluations concentrated their analysis on the pilot’s draft Action Plans with 

interventions selected together with regional stakeholders. In a few cases, several alternative 

vision paths were also briefly assessed. The results of ex-ante evaluations show the situation 

by the cut-off date of ex-ante reports (December 15 2021). The pilot regions continue to 

further elaborate and improve regional Action Plans finalised by March 2022. 

The fifth activity is derived from and overlaps with the previous one. During July 2021, the 

pilots started to reach out to stakeholders (primarily through surveys, interviews, and 

questionnaires) with their draft Action Plans to gain feedback from stakeholders on how 

regional needs, based on bottom-up approaches and the whole foresight task have been 

reflected within the Action Plan. Pilots assessed each Action Plan's readiness for 

implementation from a stakeholder engagement perspective and the effects of the foresight 

process on involved stakeholders. The results of this activity helped to identify how effectively 

stakeholders have been engaged in the foresight process, to assess the level of their 

ownership and readiness to participate in the Action Plan implementation and their major 

capacity gains. The outreach results were summarised using evaluation rubrics developed to 

assess the overall level of stakeholders' engagement, ownership and acquired capabilities. The 

results were used in the pilot's ex-ante Performance and Engagement sections (hence the 

overlap) and in tracking overall project progress from the stakeholder engagement 

perspective.  

Ex-ante evaluation has provided each pilot with a closer, more critical in-depth look at their 

Action Plans. It has significantly benefited them, contributing to the quality of their proposed 

Action Plans and PoliRural project in general. The following sections summarise the 

aggregated results of the assessment of the ex-ante reports of 12 pilots. The evaluation was 

done by the VPR evaluation team between December 15 and January 19, 2022, based on 

information provided in Action Plans and Ex-ante Reports. 

2 Context and needs 

Identified policy challenges 

The ex-ante evaluation reports provide the first insights into the results of the two-year-long 

foresight process in the 12 pilot regions. The PoliRural project pilot teams and various 
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stakeholders have systematically examined multiple factors and drivers of change, undergone 

several iterations, and identified several policy challenges that are focal for developing their 

regions. These challenges and corresponding measures form the core of their Regional Action 

Plans. The ex-ante evaluation reports briefly describe the selected policy challenges and 

outline the main measures for their achievement, thus providing an overall context for further 

assessment. 

Quality of governance, closer collaboration between various regional actors and public 

involvement in decision making are challenges identified by almost half of the pilot regions 

(Central Bohemia, Häme, Gevgelija-Strumica, Slovakia, Vidzeme) as crucial for the 

development of their regions. The pilot regions see improved governance of their regions as 

one of the most important results of the foresight process. In this regard, pilots consider the 

development of their Regional Action Plan as an instrument that helps strengthen relations 

among various agents, generate trust and stimulate joint working dynamics for dealing with 

the challenges of their regions. Among identified governance and collaboration challenges are 

facilitation and implementation of innovative collaboration approaches in regional 

governance processes based on the SMART City Concept2 (Central Bohemia); close 

cooperation of regional education, research institutions, companies, and municipalities to 

enhance rural attractiveness (Häme); supporting policies for the key stakeholder with a 

mediating role (rural extension) in the process of policy creation and execution (Gevgelija-

Strumica); efforts in recognising a vision document by relevant public authorities and 

embedding it in the constitutional law (Slovakia); facilitation of civic participation and public 

involvement in the territorial development planning and implementation (Vidzeme). Better 

governance is supported by the use of novel technologies and innovative approaches in 

governance from the local perspective (Central Bohemia) and the enhancement of future-

oriented RDI activities among stakeholders, specifically municipalities (Häme). 

The second-largest group of challenges is related to promoting business development, 

supportive entrepreneurship environment, transition and revitalisation of traditional 

economies leading to job creation and increased attractiveness of rural territories. Five pilot 

regions (Central Greece, Monaghan, Mazowieckie, Segóbriga, Vidzeme) recognise the 

potential of an entrepreneurship environment and transformation of traditional business 

models and low-paying industries as a driving force that may increase adequately paid job 

opportunities in rural areas, help businesses to improve their potential and produce higher 

added-value products and services. Among identified policy challenges are limited access to 

adequately-paid job opportunities (Monaghan); low numbers of businesses realising the 

potential for business expansion and job creation in the rapidly expanding environmental 

products and services sector (Monaghan); development of entrepreneurship and new 

 

2 Maryška M., Doucek P., Nedomová L. Smart City Concept - Czech Republic Case. (2017) International Conference 
on Management and Industrial Engineering; Bucharest, Iss. 8. 
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business models that respond to new challenges and influence the quality of life 

(Mazowieckie); insufficient preconditions for rural SMEs for producing high-added value 

products and services (Vidzeme) as well as the low added value generated by the tourism 

sector (Central Greece) and potential for economic diversification through sustainable tourism 

(Segóbriga). 

The third group of challenges is related to the transformation of the agriculture sector in the 

light of climate processes and related resilience measures, new EU policies and models and 

overall modernisation and digitisation processes. Four pilot regions (Flanders, Central Greece, 

Monaghan, Apulia) have identified agriculture sector transformations as crucial for the 

development of their territory due to the realities of climate change these regions are facing; 

the necessity to adapt to sustainable and up to date practices to improve productivity, 

competitiveness and raise incomes, thus contributing to the attractiveness of rural areas. 

Among identified policy challenges are a poorly digitalised agriculture sector (Central Greece), 

creation and promotion of smart agriculture models (Apulia), modernisation and changing of 

farming methods to meet the new model of EU agriculture (Monaghan), transition to more 

climate-resilient productive and multi-functional rural landscapes and usage of inclusive 

regulatory tools for land and water management in agriculture (Flanders). 

The main precondition for digitalisation and modernisation of agriculture, industry and 

services is the availability and coverage of high-quality broadband and digital infrastructure 

in rural areas. Two pilot regions (Monaghan, Galilee) have recognised lack of high-quality 

broadband coverage and insufficient digital infrastructure as a shortcoming and reason for the 

inability to fully exploit the untapped potential for the provision of services and employment 

transformation processes in rural areas. 

Most of the already mentioned challenges are closely linked with rural depopulation and the 

migration of the young population from rural areas. Three pilot regions (Häme, Apulia, 

Gevgelija-Strumica) see the attraction of well-educated and working young people to live and 

work in rural areas as crucial for maintaining the vitality and attractiveness of the regions. This 

is resulting in better employment opportunities and increased business activities. 

Preconditions for attracting young people to rural areas are a joint vision and collaboration of 

all stakeholders (Häme), appropriate and targeted youth supporting policy (Gevgelija-

Strumica) and cross-sectoral measures that consider the views and perspectives of young 

people in rural and isolated areas (Apulia). 
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Table 1. Main groups of policy challenges selected by 12 pilots 

Pilot 

Governance, 

collaboration, 

and society 

Economy 

development 

and transition 

Agriculture 

and climate 

adaptation 

Digitalisation 

infrastructure 

Depopulation 

& young 

people 

Belgium (Flanders)      

Czech (Central Bohemia)      

Finland (Häme)      

Greece (Central Greece)      

Ireland (Monaghan)      

Israel (Galilee)      

Italy (Apulia)      

Latvia (Vidzeme)      

North Macedonia      

Poland (Mazoviecki)      

Slovakia      

Spain (Segobriga)      

 

Policy challenges that pilot regions have identified as essential for developing their regions in 

their Regional Action Plans reflect core problems each region faces and demonstrate the 

diversity of PoliRural pilot regions. Results of previous research done by the PoliRural project 

show significant differences among the pilot regions that ultimately determine rural 

attractiveness in each territory. Pilot regions diverge by their geographical location, physical 

conditions, size, degree of urbanisation and varying level of socio-economic development 

(D1.4. Rural Attractiveness: Post-Needs Gathering Update, 2020). The same study reveals 

several similarities allowing pilot regions to be grouped in small clusters and thus be 

comparable. The selected challenges do not support the assumption that pilot regions with 

similar or equivalent territorial, geographical, or socio-economic characteristics would have 

chosen similar policy challenges. 

At the level of identified transformational measures such comparisons become possible. 

Selected transformational measures that pilot teams have briefly mentioned in their ex-ante 

evaluation reports indicate a possible correlation with the composition of the pilot team and 

the institutional form and role of pilot organisations. Each PoliRural project pilot team involves 

multiple actors representing three main stakeholder categories crucial to the project's 

success: public authority, rural community and expert organisations representing either 

research (universities, research institutions), technology or innovation enterprises. Expert 
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organisations are leading 9 out of 12 PoliRural pilot teams (Flanders, Central Greece, Central 

Bohemia, Häme, Monaghan, Galilee, Gevgelija-Strumica, Slovakia, Segobriga), two teams are 

led by rural community organisations (Apulia and Mazoviecki) and one by a public authority 

(Vidzeme).  

The ex-ante evaluation reports indicate that the composition of teams, interactions within 

teams, and involvement of public authorities in them may directly influence the selection of 

transformative measures, ambition, scale, and timeline of these measures. For example, with 

a university and a consultancy company at its core, the Finnish team has identified measures 

primarily based on these expert organisations' interaction with municipalities (mainly digital 

services and capacity building, training, and collaboration). The Irish pilot team, which is also 

led by an expert company but with close links to the local development agency, has identified 

a broad and well-integrated set of measures that address various policy challenges, thus 

indicating a comparably larger institutional area of influence. In Slovakia, where the pilot team 

is led by a university and involves mostly non-governmental organisations covering the whole 

national territory, the central measure promotes a nationwide vision document using 

extensive public consultations as a primary intervention. 

The differences in pilot team composition, their institutional role, and power relationships 

with decision-making actors responsible for implementing identified policy challenges may be 

crucial elements dictating the potential effects of each Regional Action Plan implementation. 

Project partners shall further examine the possible influence of these factors in more detail in 

the following project deliverable related to Regional Action Plans (D6.2 Regional Action Plans). 

3 Coherence and contribution 

This section of the Ex-ante Reports aimed to describe results from two tasks: assessing the 

coherence of planned interventions outlined in each Action Plan (1) and assessing each Action 

Plan's contributions to key EU missions (2). It was expected that after completing these tasks, 

pilot teams would improve the intervention logic of the Action Plan based on the results of 

the assessment. Successful completion of these tasks would have highlighted unclear links 

between inputs, outputs, outcomes, and impacts. It may also have raised new questions 

relating to any action areas. If significant gaps had been found, it would have led to a more 

elaborate redesign of the Action Plan.  

While it was expected that each draft Action Plan would have many shortcomings, the ex-ante 

evaluation process allowed pilots to evaluate and range them depending on their severity and 

significance. Doing so provided an opportunity to improve the parts that promised the most 

substantial benefits to the overall success of the Action Plans. Improved intervention logic 

would be more explicit, with better-defined objectives and measures for achieving them. 

This exercise also led to a critical review of the logic used to describe how proposed 

interventions in the Action Plan would contribute to the objectives of key EU missions. In some 

cases, only slight adjustments were needed. In others, the review would have shed light on 
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overlooked synergies and impacts. Some would have found that their Action Plan has 

exaggerated the role of their proposed actions towards achieving key EU missions. This latter 

would shorten the list of impacted missions as one option or supplement activities with 

additional ones that could solve regional issues and better align with key EU missions. 

Further subsections take a closer look at the overall assessment (carried out by VPR) of quality 

of work done by each pilot’s evaluation team separately and of work done by all pilot’s 

evaluation teams (12 in total) for a more generalised overview to identify some recurring 

issues and patterns. The first section focuses on intervention logic and partially overlaps with 

the second section, which focuses on contribution to key EU missions. 

3.1 Assessment of intervention logic 

In these subsections (3.1. & 3.2), each pilot was evaluated using the three criteria from the 

checklist provided in the ex-ante methodology (subsection "Intervention analysis"). Use of 

already introduced and applied criteria, simplified evaluation and assessment tasks without 

introducing unnecessary new concepts that pilot teams were unfamiliar with beforehand.  

Compliance with each of the statements was rated with one point if the compliance was 

distinctive and the evaluation team agreed with the statement, zero points if no compliance 

could be noted and 0,5 points if compliance was partial. Each pilot was assessed on a scale 

from 0 (minimum) to 3 (maximum). While this is an artificial simplification of the evaluation 

task due to levelling the importance of each quality statement and not having detailed criteria 

for each of them, this is the only viable time-efficient way to provide a general overview of 

how well pilots have dealt with this task. In cases when the information provided by ex-ante 

evaluation reports was not enough, authors took a closer look at the Action Plans. 

Criteria to be analysed in this subsection: 

1. Each intervention is sufficiently described so that its nature is understandable, 

intended objectives, addressed challenges, and expected impacts are specified 

convincingly. All intervention elements are presented in a purposeful order, so what is 

expected to occur, how, and why is clear. 

2. Required resources (financial, human) are identified. 

3.1.1 Description of intervention 

Overall, out of 12 maximal points, the quality of this criteria is 9 points. It's not a perfect score, 

but it suggests that at least three-quarters of the Action Plans have been clearly described. 

The evaluation teams have not had problems understanding the reasoning behind specific 

objectives and challenges. The Action Plans provided clear connections between inputs and 

the expected outputs, causal links, identified measures, and driving factors have been clearly 

described. 
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Three Action Plan ex-ante evaluations did not provide assessment according to the criteria 

mentioned above or did it in an unconvincing manner. One Action Plan ex-ante evaluation 

expressed doubts about the guaranteed success of the Action Plan. With no additional 

analysis, this should be interpreted as an objective precaution based on the experience of the 

evaluation team and does not immediately signal the insufficient quality of the proposed 

intervention elements. 

3.1.2 Identified resources 

Overall, out of 12 maximal points, the quality of this criteria is deficient at 3 points. Often, 

when describing the required human resources necessary for implementing an Action Plan, 

only the institution's name, the profile of the institution (e.g. a ministry), or a thematic group 

(e.g. educational institutions) is given. That does not provide an in-depth understanding of 

how resource-intensive each task is, so it becomes more speculative to try and predict 

implementation success and assess associated risks. 

In some cases, no information is given about the required human resources. While it may be 

common knowledge for those developing the Action Plan, it should also be understandable 

for outside readers unfamiliar with specific details. Pilots should put more emphasis on 

clarifying who will do specific tasks, who will oversee them, and how much time and personnel 

is needed for that. That is not required in all cases, but in most of them, this would benefit the 

overall quality of the Action Plan. As a bonus, that would help better understand the total 

(approximate) costs related to the Action Plan. 

Oversimplifying this part can lead to many undeveloped tasks that may seem easily 

achievable. Still, on closer inspection, they are very work and time-intensive, which may create 

risks for future failures, such as partial Action Plan implementation. For example, the task 

"development of business support programme" could cost anywhere from tens to hundreds 

of thousands of EUR and could take from one month of work for three staff members to 2 

years work for a large team of assigned experts from different fields. Such costs are often hard 

to calculate and estimate during initial Action Plan iterations. Such details often seem 

inappropriate for an Action Plan, but discussing these issues with stakeholders can lead to 

significant breakthroughs, either scaling down or upscaling plans if estimated future budgets 

can support it.  

The situation with identified financial resources is usually significantly better, but there also 

seems to be a lot of oversimplification, assumptions, and rough estimates. In some cases, the 

financial aspects of the Action Plan implementation are not mentioned at all. 

Above discussed issues signal a potential lack of knowledge and experience in both Action Plan 

developer teams and ex-ante evaluation teams when it comes to assessing needed resources 

for actions included in the Action Plans. Without proper training and some experience, it is 

not a simple task to provide estimates of resource intensity for outputs that often in their 

design are pretty intricate and novel. To support both types of teams, it is suggested to 
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consider future training that would help close current knowledge gaps by providing 

theoretical expertise and giving practical tools that can be used to reasonably assess needed 

resources. 

3.2 Planned contribution to key missions of EU at the national and regional level 

The twelve PoliRural pilots should demonstrate how their Action Plans contribute to high-level 

EU missions like climate neutrality, the new model of agriculture, and healthy soil and food, 

also considering local and regional priorities. Whether and how these missions are addressed 

was highlighted in a deliverable D1.10 on regional recommendations as one of the tasks for 

the ex-ante evaluation in WP6 (D1.10 Regional Recommendations, 2021). 

This subsection aims to summarise claims of pilot teams on expected contribution to key EU 

missions and to assess their justification. Following the same assessment method outlined in 

3.1, the authors analysed the compliance to the third criterion. In addition, the authors 

prepared an overview of total efforts aimed at each of the key missions. 

The criterion to be analysed in this subsection: 

3. Planned measures respond to the challenges and needs of implementing high-level EU 

missions at the regional level, especially in rural areas. 

The four main EU missions that the PoliRural project has identified are: 

▪ Achieve a JUST transition to NET-ZERO by 2050 (the Green Deal), 

▪ RECOVER from the pandemic and improve the RESILIENCE of the regions, 

▪ Implement a NEW MODEL of AGRICULTURE in Europe (post-carbon, CAP reform), 

▪ Implement a nature-based model of sustainability based on BIODIVERSITY. 

A breakdown of contributions is provided below, indicating how many of the 12 pilots choose 

specific key EU missions. A separate column shows the number of Action Plans with well-

described contribution mechanics to provide additional insight. 

Table 2. Contribution to key EU missions 

Key EU mission 
Number of Action Plans contributing 

towards the mission 

Number of Action Plans able to 

describe how exactly they plan to be 

contributing towards mission 

Green Deal 11 7 

Biodiversity 10 6 

Recovery from C19, Resilience 9 5 

CAP reform 7 3 
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We can also get a preview of the most and least targeted key EU missions from this 

breakdown. That can be used as a basis for discussion on the balance of impact. In other words 

- is the focus put on CAP reform and recovery from the COVID19 pandemic enough? 

In many cases, pilots, when describing their contribution to key EU missions, choose very short 

general statements, for example, "Action Plan will contribute to X mission" or "Action Plan is 

aligned with Y mission". Fewer pilots have detailed how activities they plan to implement 

could contribute to key EU missions. It's also important to note that many pilots have given a 

very optimistic assuring outlook on how their Action Plan will contribute to key EU missions. 

Only a few pilots have described it with little more precaution highlighting some risks or weak 

points in intervention between activities and key EU missions. Those who went a more 

detailed route describing contributions were also more likely to draw attention to the 

considerable difference in scale between key EU missions and interventions they are planning. 

That gave their assessment a more grounded feel and credibility. 

For an outside reviewer who is not familiar with the goodwill and commitment of pilots, it 

may seem that in many instances alignment with key EU missions is just a declarative 

statement.  

Overall, out of 12 ex-ante reports, the contribution description was insufficient in four reports; 

in seven reports, it was of average quality. Only one report has provided a thorough, high-

quality description of this criterion. Out of 12 maximal points, the quality of this criteria is 

rated at 8 points. 

Concluding, while intervention logics describing links between inputs and the expected 

outputs are primarily evident in the Action Plans, information on resources (financial, human) 

required for transformative changes is mainly vague. Pilots understand the importance of key 

EU missions and are looking forward to contributing to them; however, there is a lack of more 

detailed analysis and description of mechanics on how exactly they plan to contribute towards 

these ambitious missions. 
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Table 3. Overview of quality assessment per 3 criteria used in section 3 

Criterium: Number of AP meeting the requirements Total score  

(yes=1p, no=0p, 

partially=0.5p) Yes Partially No 

3.1.1. Each intervention is sufficiently 

described 

6 5 1 8.5 

3.1.2. Required resources are clearly 

identified 

2 2 8 3 

3.2.1. Planned measures contribute 

to key EU missions 

8 0 4 8 

 

As noted before, the biggest concern is the identification of resources. Only two of the Action 

Plans managed to provide needed information. The first and third criterion, clarity of 

intervention logic and contribution to key EU missions, respectively, have got much higher 

evaluation which signals that pilots are more familiar with these concepts and can provide 

needed justification.  

4 Measurement framework 

This section of the ex-ante evaluation was aimed at multiple tasks related to the measurement 

framework described in the Action Plan. The ex-ante evaluation team’s tasks included:  

- review of the proposed measurement framework,  

- collection/verification of baseline data for all indicators,  

- identification /review of the estimated future reference values,  

- review of the procedures for monitoring and evaluation of the Action Plan. 

Successful completion of these tasks and corresponding improvements in each Action Plan 

would ensure that the measurement framework of the regional Action Plan is clear and 

operational, its results are measurable, comparable, and future implementation progress can 

be evaluated. 

The first task is related to the overall framework and its coherence. The second and third tasks 

are focused on indicators that are the core of the measurement system and represent tools 

used to assess the progress made towards expected objectives. Indicators are linked together 

by the causal chains of the intervention logic of each measure included in the Action Plan. 
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Lastly, the fourth task is to review how well the monitoring and evaluation system is set up in 

Action Plans. Each ex-ante evaluation team may help respective authors of each Action Plan 

devise a Monitoring and Evaluation Plan specifying what data, and at what time, shall be 

collected and by whom to ascertain that progress towards the desired change is made. 

Further subsections take a closer look at pilots' overall quality of work for a generalised 

overview to identify recurring issues and patterns. The subsections follow the same sequence 

and structure as the tasks mentioned above. 

In these subsections (4.1., 4.2., 4.3. & 4.4), each pilot was evaluated using a four criteria 

checklist (available below). Criteria were chosen by authors using the checklist that was 

provided in the ex-ante methodology (subsection "Baseline and future values"). Each of the 

four criteria corresponds to a specific task. Compliance with each of the checklist's statements 

that correspond to a particular criterion in the Action Plan was rated with one point if the 

compliance was distinctive and the evaluation team agreed with the statement, zero points if 

no compliance could be noted and 0,5 points if compliance was partial. Each pilot was 

assessed on a scale from 0 (minimum) to 4 (maximum). 

Criteria to be analysed: 

1. The measurement framework is sound and described in sufficient detail; each 

indicator is SMART and can be tracked to the appropriate level of the intervention 

logic. 

2. Identified baseline values are correct, relevant, and reliable. Proposed future values 

are appropriate and plausible and can give a reliable indication that measures are on 

track to attain their objectives. 

3. Selected indicators are suitable for measuring expected transformations. 

4. The Action Plan contains a clear monitoring and evaluation section outlining what data 

will be collected by whom in what way and for what purpose. 

4.1 Measurement framework and its linkage to the intervention logic 

Overall, most ex-ante evaluation reports have sound measurement frameworks and have 

clear links to intervention logic. This, however, does not mean that there are no issues and no 

place for improvement. While the measurement framework linked to intervention is positive, 

multiple themes need further investigation on closer inspection.  

One issue is the lack of a more in-depth assessment of impact and outcome indicators and 

indicator values during ex-ante evaluation. While all pilots' evaluation teams did have criteria 

to measure how well-chosen the indicators are, most choose to do a minimum and only give 

assuring statements that everything is alright. If pilots' evaluators had put more focus on this 

task, many weaknesses could be spotted quickly, and correcting them would improve the 

plan's quality. 
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A simple way to quickly assess indicator quality is to determine if they are consistent with the 

SMART framework. Each indicator (either impact or outcome) is assessed for its specificity, 

measurability, achievability, relevance to the proposed actions, expected outcomes or 

changes and time frame in which change will be achieved. The least problematic area in the 

draft Action Plans is relevance, followed by achievability. Many indicators are vague and could 

have many interpretations if presented to the general public not involved in the development 

of an Action Plan. That is related to specificity. The next issue is measurability, which implies 

that indicators are described in a manner that allows to measure them qualitatively or 

quantitatively. Units of measure should be provided when possible. In cases when the 

indicator is process-oriented, for example, meetings or consultations, their quantity should be 

defined or at least estimated. Only in a few cases, the time horizon in which each indicator is 

expected to be achieved has been specified for each indicator or at least some indicators. An 

additional aspect of indicator quality and measurability is data availability, which can be solved 

by including existing data sources for base values and generalised information on where 

potentially future values can be found.  

Assessment of ex-ante evaluations reveals that most indicators in the Action Plans were 

unfortunately not consistent with the SMART framework. It's also clear from communication 

with involved partners that developing an excellent measuring framework is time-consuming. 

It is safe to assume that the reasons for these gaps in quality are related to time restraints. 

Overall, out of 12 maximal points, the quality of this criteria is 6 points. There is room for 

improvement. For example, a list of quantified baseline and target values for indicators was 

created in one case, including the indicators' linkage to the intervention logic. The pilot team 

assessed the indicators during the meetings with the evaluation team to ensure their 

suitability to measure the expected transformation. In addition, indicators at outcome and 

impact level both had baseline and target values. However, input and output level indicators 

did not have baseline data in this case. Also, no information on data sources was provided. 

Another good example included a separate table with an assessment of each indicator 

according to the SMART framework. Baseline and target values were provided as well. 

4.2 Quantified baseline and target values for indicators 

The next ex-ante evaluation task was to review and verify baseline values for each indicator, 

examining if baseline values are correctly defined, data sources are available and reliable. 

After that, teams should have verified future values checking how they have defined these 

values, verifying whether methods proposed for their calculation are rigorous enough, and 

assessing the plausibility of the estimates made concerning the actions and potential 

development trends. 

Considering information from the previous subsection, the same general issues that were of 

concern for all indicator groups (input, output, outcome, policy-level impact and key EU 
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mission indicators) also impact the temporal aspects of these indicators. The baseline and 

target values fell in the same "SMART framework inconsistency" trap.  

With few exceptions, no information during evaluation is given about the availability and 

reliability of chosen data.  

A common theme in all initial Action Plans is the lack of justification for choosing future target 

values. It is unclear why pilots determined such an increase or decrease in the baseline values. 

In evaluation reports almost no insight is given into the context of this value. For example, 

how does this value correlate with the national or EU average? Is this value chosen cautiously 

or very ambitiously? Some of these issues could be attributed to developers' previous 

experience and false consensus effect. They may assume that their predictions are 

unambiguous and justified without giving additional rationale for coming to such future 

values. In other words, there may be a false assurance that everyone's else's assessment of 

future targets is similar, and there is no need to provide a detailed explanation.  

Nevertheless, some pilots did undertake a detailed review of baseline and target values, 

concluding, for example, that the quality of chosen indicators is satisfactory. It would be 

desirable to review those where weaknesses have been identified and propose alternatives 

that better meet the SMART framework criteria.  

To remedy these shortcomings, more methodological support in developing a more rigorous 

framework for the indicator sections of the Action Plans may be necessary for the next 

iterations of the Action Plan development methodology. The more resource-intensive solution 

would be to have an additional external support team assessing needed data for regional 

Action Plans. Many pilots have indicated that data availability is limited, or their quality, 

temporal and spatial details are insufficient. While in many cases that could be true, it may be 

possible that in some cases, the mentioned limitations are related to the pilots' lack of 

knowledge of existing data sources. Training on using directly available data and experimental 

data synthesised from multiple other sources would be beneficial. Project partners may 

consider specific training in this regard under Task 6.2.  

Overall, out of 12 maximal points, the quality of this criteria is 4 points. 

4.3 Suitability of the indicators for measuring expected transformations 

Some weaknesses are seen when analysing chosen indicators and their suitability for 

measuring expected transformations during and after each pilot's Action Plan 

implementation. In some cases, it seems that selected indicators, for example, GDP increase 

or a number of new businesses, is adequate and goes well with ambitions set out in the Action 

Plan Vision. If such broad indicators are chosen, there is a risk to correctly determine the level 

of contribution of the specific Action Plan to achieve this goal as multiple entities are working 

towards the same goal and are combined with the effect of larger trends. This is especially 

important when repeated interventions are planned to use similar inputs. How can pilots 
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ensure that this has worked and achieved the desired indicator values? While this does not 

have a straightforward solution, a good point to start would be to try and break down bigger 

national or regional indicator values and find smaller components that create these values.  

To follow the previous example of GDP, it may be beneficial to analyse business performance 

indicators in specific segments that align with the direction of the Action Plan plans and focus, 

for example, tourism or agriculture, later segmenting this in even more detail. Alternatively, 

it could make sense to look deeper into how well companies have performed that were 

targeted through planned activities, consultations, support mechanisms and so on. Has their 

capacity improved? Were they able to generate more income or attract more clients? In some 

situations, it could make sense to have two levels of indicators where one is based on national 

or regional level statistics, and the other is more locally grounded with clearly identified 

pathways of influence.  

Overall, out of 12 maximal points, the quality of this criteria is 7,5 points. While the 

measurement frameworks are well connected with intervention logics and overall ambitions 

of the Action Plans, the indicators’ adherence to the SMART framework remains the most 

significant impediment on assessing implementation progress and results. This concerns all 

types of indicators. The necessary improvements are readily implementable in most cases. 

4.4 Proposed monitoring and evaluation plan 

By the cut-off date of the ex-ante evaluation, most pilot teams were still working on the 

monitoring and evaluation sections of their Action Plans. Four pilots have elaborated in their 

Action Plans a clear and comprehensive description of the monitoring system, indicating both 

the parties involved and their roles and responsibilities in the monitoring process, the conduct 

of the monitoring process and the planned use of data. In most other cases, this section 

contains general information on involved stakeholders and intentions to finalise the section 

after other sections of the Action Plan are completed. Overall, out of 12 maximal points the 

quality of this criteria is 7 points. Further analysis of these sections shall be done when final 

versions of the Regional Action Plans are available. 
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Table 4. Overview of quality assessment per 4 criteria used in section 4 

Criterium: Number of AP meeting the requirements Total score  

(yes=1p, no=0p, 

partially=0.5p) Yes Partially No 

4.1. Measurement framework is 

sound and in sufficient detail 

5 2 5 6 

4.2. Identified values are correct, 

relevant, and reliable 

3 2 7 4 

4.3. Selected indicators are suitable 

for measuring expected 

transformations 

6 3 3 7.5 

4.1. Measurement framework is 

sound and in sufficient detail 

4 6 2 7 

 

The provided overview shows that pilots have decent results in choosing proper indicators 

suited to monitor transformations. Describing measurement frameworks and setting up clear 

monitoring and evaluation system design has been more complicated. The lowest score has 

been given for the quality of indicator values that requires additional efforts by pilot teams to 

ensure truly mission-oriented Action Plans with transformational potential. 

5 Performance and engagement 

This section of ex-ante evaluations aimed to assess readiness for implementation of each 

Action Plan from stakeholders' engagement perspective and to identify the effects of the 

foresight process on involved stakeholders. For that purpose, the authors identified three 

criteria: 

▪ stakeholder engagement, including their involvement in the foresight process, 

openness and inclusiveness of it, their trust in the results and extent to which they 

endorse the results, 

▪ stakeholder ownership, including assessment of their understanding of responsibilities 

for implementation, ways of implementation and their readiness to participate in 

Action Plan implementation, 

▪ effects on stakeholder capacities and capabilities, including increased cooperation 

opportunities, increased insights, obtained knowledge and skills, and capacity to 

implement and monitor plans. 
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This section shows the results of the pilot's work with stakeholders during the foresight 

process and development of Regional Action Plans. From the beginning of the foresight 

process, every pilot was surrounded by a community of stakeholders whose input was 

required several times during the project. Pilot teams identified four main categories of 

stakeholders, including policy actors, stakeholders representing rural communities, rural 

newcomers and stakeholders with scientific interest (academic and other experts).  

Three criteria selected for assessment of pilot work with stakeholders reflect both the 

openness and accessibility of the foresight process, indicate stakeholder's understanding of 

its objectives, the responsibilities for implementing developed Action Plans and willingness to 

engage in their Action Plan implementation. They also show the benefits of participation in 

the foresight process in networking opportunities, acquired new insights, knowledge, and 

skills on new tools and approaches. 

To assess stakeholder engagement, ownership and capacity gains, half of the pilot teams 

conducted surveys (collecting 172 responses), two pilot teams conducted in-depth interviews 

(with 38 stakeholders) or asked stakeholders' feedback in open discussions or meetings. The 

results of this phase were summarised using evaluation rubrics allowing interpretation and 

summary of the evidence in a systematic and transparent way. 

Assessment is provided in four levels: a very high level representing exemplary performance 

and best practice, a high level representing good performance and broad coverage with a 

room for more profound effects, a medium level representing overall satisfactory 

performance with partial coverage, and a low level representing weak performance with 

several limitations. For more details, see Annex 2 Ex-ante evaluation methodology p.10 - 13. 

5.1 Assessment of stakeholder engagement in the foresight process 

Results of the assessment show a very high level of stakeholder engagement. Half of all pilot 

teams report engagement at the very highest level, one third at a high level and two pilots at 

a medium level. Most stakeholders have appreciated the openness and inclusivity of the 

foresight process – stakeholders from more than half of the pilots (8) rated it as 'very high' 

and two as 'high'. A similar number of stakeholders endorsed the results of the foresight 

process and the elaborated Regional Action Plans. Stakeholders' trust in the results of the 

foresight process is at a slightly lower level, with stakeholders from 6 pilots rating it as 'very 

high', two as 'high' and two as 'medium'. 
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Such high ratings from stakeholders indicate that the pilot teams have organised a foresight 

process with very high openness, good ethics, inclusion creating high trust in the process and 

approval of its results. Some pilots have noted that COVID-19 restrictions on physical meetings 

and broad application of remote alternatives have positively affected the process organisation 

and openness. It has increased accessibility options and allowed wider involvement of 

stakeholders. 

5.2 Stakeholder level of ownership and readiness to participate in Action Plan 

implementation. 

Overall, stakeholders have rated their level of ownership relatively high. Most stakeholders 

indicate a high level of understanding of who is responsible for implementing regional Action 

Plans. Overall, stakeholders from 4 pilots (33%) rate it as 'very high' and 5 (42%) as 'high'. Their 

understanding of how the plans are to be implemented is comparatively lower, with three 

pilots rating it as 'very high', four pilots as 'high', four pilots as 'medium' and one as 'low'. The 

lowest scores stakeholders gave for their willingness to implement the plans themselves. 

Overall, stakeholders from three pilots rate it as 'very high', four as 'high', three as 'medium', 

and two as 'low'. 

  

Figure 2. Summary of stakeholders' rating on their engagement as reported by pilots 

Figure 3. Summary of stakeholders' rating on their ownership as reported by pilots 
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In some cases, the low level of stakeholder ownership is related to the Regional Action Plans 

being still in development and not all details being worked out. However, in other cases, this 

points to the need for a careful explanation of potential stakeholders' roles and unfulfilled 

opportunities for closer stakeholder involvement. In one case, the low level of stakeholder 

ownership is connected to the unclear status of the Regional Action Plan and the lack of 

attachments to the actual decision-making power in the region. This indicates that pilots need 

to pay additional attention to stakeholder ownership issues in the coming months before 

finalising their plans and the start of implementation. The results of the ex-ante evaluations 

show that surveys and interviews have been carried out primarily with regional stakeholders 

that have been closely involved in the foresight process. It raises the question of the extent of 

reach and involvement of decision and policymakers in the foresight process. Pilots 

highlighted this issue also during the pilot summit in December 2021, where pilots concluded 

that now they should focus their efforts on generating buy-in from policy actors whose role is 

to mobilise funds to enact selected measures. 

5.3 Main capacity gains from participation in the foresight process 

When pilots launched the foresight process, it was assumed that participation in it might 

create additional benefits. Participation in the foresight process may bring various benefits to 

involved actors and organisations, including networking, increasing skills, complementing 

information needs, reducing uncertainty, seeking active participation, coordinating 

participants' interests and creating a conscious audience (Parkkonen, 2019). Creating 

networks in the context of foresight processes may increase cooperation between 

organisations and bring actors together. Foresight processes can reduce uncertainty by 

identifying risks; increase knowledge by building alternative visions and scenarios. Foresight 

processes can also promote the learning of individuals, organisations, and communities and 

improve their skills. (Amanatidou & Guy 2008, 543–544.)  

Results of the ex-ante evaluations confirm these assumptions. As acknowledged by several 

pilot teams, the process of elaborating the Foresight packages and Regional Action Plans has 

promoted the implementation of new practices stimulating a good collective learning and 

cooperation environment within and between the stakeholders and pilot teams. Overall, 

stakeholders from four pilots acknowledge very high-level effects to their capacities and 

capabilities, six pilots high level and two pilots medium level effects. The most distinctive 

effects are observed in improved cooperation and new skills and knowledge acquired. 
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In stakeholders’ opinion, participation in the foresight process has increased their cooperation 

with other stakeholders due to additional networking opportunities. Overall, stakeholders 

from seven pilots rate it as 'very high', two as 'high' and three as 'medium'. E.g. stakeholders 

from two neighbouring provinces in the Häme region (FI) have benefitted from the possibility 

of comparing and reflecting on different practices, resources, and results that were made 

possible due to their participation in the foresight process. In the Mazowieckie region (PL), 

stakeholders have recognised that participation in the co-creation process and sharing local 

and regional experiences and information on gaps and potential developments has facilitated 

mutual learning.  

Stakeholders rate the level of acquired knowledge and skills during the participation in the 

foresight process as slightly lower. Overall, stakeholders from 6 pilots rate it as ‘very high’, 

three as ‘high’ and three as ‘medium’. Learning effects are related to the approach taken by 

each pilot in terms of how closely they involved stakeholders in piloting technologies and 

applications developed by the project (Semantic Explorer (SemEx) Test Mining and System 

Dynamic Modelling) and territorial specifics in use of these tools. Here further opportunities 

for pilots can be seen to promote broader involvement of stakeholders in testing customised 

System Dynamic Modelling applications currently being developed for each of the pilots. 

Comparably fewer stakeholders acknowledge the effects of participation in the foresight 

process to increase insights by building alternative visions and scenarios, complementing 

information needs, and reducing uncertainties. Overall, stakeholders from four pilots rate it 

as 'very high', six as 'high' and two as 'medium'. Again, learning effects are conditional on the 

pilot approach and the depth of stakeholders' involvement in knowledge management, 

scenario building, and systemic change process. These results show room for enhancing 

deeper learning and collaboration effects for stakeholders.  

The results of the ex-ante evaluations show an overall very high level of stakeholder 

engagement, medium level of ownership, and high-level effects on stakeholder capacities. The 

results indicate room for enhancing deeper learning and collaboration effects for stakeholders 

Figure 2. Summary of stakeholder’s rating on main capacity and capability gains as reported by pilots  
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and highlights the necessity for clarifying stakeholder roles and ownership in implementing 

the Action Plans. 

Table 5. Summary assessment of stakeholder engagement, ownership and capacities and capabilities 

based on results provided by pilots 

 

    

ENGAGEMENT    X 

an open and inclusive process    X 

trust to the results   X  

endorsement of results    X 

OWNERSHIP  X   

understand responsibilities   X  

understand implementation  X   

plan to participate in the 

implementation 

 X   

CAPACITIES AND CAPABILITIES   X  

increased cooperation   X  

increased insights   X  

promoted learning and skills   X  

 

5.4 Influence and effects on the pilot teams 

According to the project design, the pilot teams will follow up this ex-ante evaluation with an 

ex-durante evaluation in the Summer of 2022. One of the tasks of the pilot teams will be 

repeated surveys/interviews with stakeholders using a similar methodology. The results of the 

ex-durante evaluation will allow a comparison of the pilots' work with stakeholders during the 

finalisation phase of each Action Plan to document the progress made and identify the first 

indications of intervention effects. 

Authors of the Case Study report recognise that ex-ante evaluations also highlight changes 

and effects in the pilot teams, which are attributable to the ex-ante evaluation process and 

Low Medium High 
Very 
high 
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participation in the foresight process. The ex-ante evaluation process has demonstrably led to 

several direct effects on the work of the pilot teams. The requirement of the ex-ante 

evaluation to systematically assess the internal coherence and intervention logic of the 

planned Action Plan interventions, the intended contribution to EU key missions, the 

measurement framework, and the M&E processes has reportedly enabled the pilots to focus 

their intended interventions, to articulate the intended causal chains better, to reflect 

critically and to improve their Action Plan. For example, a review of the monitoring system has 

allowed pilots to identify several weaknesses in proposed indicators and consider possibilities 

for offering alternatives that better meet SMART criteria (Spain). 

Reportedly, the most considerable effect of the ex-ante evaluation process is related to the 

ex-ante requirement for analysis of stakeholder engagement, ownership and capacity gains. 

The ex-ante process has encouraged pilots to communicate more actively and widely with 

stakeholders, provide forums for mutual exchange and feedback on their Action Plan content. 

E.g. stakeholder consultations in Apulia allowed the pilot team to articulate more clearly their 

vision, identify challenges and focus the proposed measures. Stakeholder consultations under 

the ex-ante process have helped reformulate their Action Plan and better understand 

stakeholder needs and expectations. As reflected in some ex-ante reports, the pilots have 

more clearly seen the benefits of closer stakeholder involvement in the process, which 

suggests that this involvement will continue. 

The ex-ante development process has also created a direct process value. The requirement to 

produce an ex-ante report together with the draft version of the Action Plan has led to a 

significant boost in pilots' work on the Regional Action Plans and has served as an additional 

stimulus. During the ex-ante process, bilateral consultations with each pilot team have 

allowed for a more precise understanding and articulation of the challenges and planned 

measures. The pilot summit and cross-pilot consultations held in December 2021 provided an 

additional opportunity for more interaction between the pilots. However, as pointed out by 

some pilots, such exchanges and networking with different regional pilots' stakeholders could 

be more frequent and intensive. 

The ex-ante evaluation process also shows the direct effects of the foresight process on the 

organisations involved in the pilot teams, notably in terms of new insights and understanding 

of future trends, alternative scenarios and their development techniques. Management 

experience of the foresight process, which was their first experience for most pilots, has 

created essential capacity gains allowing them to understand its benefits and associated 

challenges. Pilots also refer to increased knowledge, capacity, and skills related to the 

possibility of learning new analytical and forecasting techniques and working with the 

PoliRural applications and tools developed. 
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6 Conclusions and recommendations 

6.1 Main policy challenges that pilot regions are aiming to influence 

The main groups of policy challenges identified by the pilot regions are related to the 

following: 

- quality of governance, closer collaboration between various regional actors and public 

involvement in decision making; 

- promotion of business development, supportive entrepreneurship environment, 

transition and revitalisation of traditional economies leading to job creation and 

increased attractiveness of rural territories; 

- transformation of the agriculture sector in light of climate processes and related 

resilience measures, new EU policies and models and overall modernisation and 

digitisation processes; 

- availability and coverage of high-quality broadband and digital infrastructure in rural 

areas are the main preconditions for digitalisation and modernisation of agriculture, 

industry and services, and rural depopulation and migration of the young population 

from rural areas. 

The selected policy challenges reflect the core problems of each region and demonstrate the 

diversity of the pilot regions. The ex-ante evaluations have not analysed the specific context 

of each pilot in terms of its institutional status, capacity, and influence potential on policy 

processes. The 12 pilots represent various institutional types: regional institutions, research 

institutions, rural communities, NGOs, etc. Transformative measures, their ambition and scale 

chosen by the pilots reflect each pilot's specificity and institutional power. Differences in pilot 

team composition, their institutional role and power relationships with decision making actors 

and those whose role is to mobilise funds for solving identified policy challenges may be crucial 

elements deciding the potential effects of each Regional Action Plan implementation. 

Recommendation: 

Pilots should take relationships and interaction with decision-making actors into account both 

in the further development of each Action Plan and the further implementation of a Regional 

Action Plan. One possibility is strengthening the various advocacy activities related to the 

Regional Action Plan interventions. The potential influence of these factors shall be further 

examined in more detail in the following project deliverable related to Regional Action Plans 

(D6.2 Regional Action Plans). 
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6.2 Clarity and coherence of designed interventions. Can they bring the expected 

changes? 

While intervention logics describing links between inputs and the expected outputs are 

primarily evident in the Action Plans, information on resources (financial, human) required for 

transformative changes is mainly vague. A higher level of detail could provide the missing 

assurance that the actions chosen will deliver the intended transformation in the regions in 

the long term. 

Recommendation: 

It is recommended to put more emphasis on clearly identifying the required resources 

(financial, human) during the next iterations of each Action Plan to emphasise the significance 

of clearly defining the necessary resources to implement the Action Plan successfully.  

It is suggested to consider future training that would help close current knowledge gaps by 

providing theoretical expertise and giving practical tools that can be used to reasonably assess 

needed resources. 

6.3 Contribution to key missions of the EU at the national and regional level 

Partners understand the importance of key EU missions and are looking forward to 

contributing to them; however, there is a lack of more detailed analysis and descriptions of 

mechanics on how exactly they plan to contribute towards these ambitious missions. There is 

a lack of specialisation in some cases, leading to an attempt to influence all key missions. And 

while this is not unreasonable, at times, the result does not give confidence that the actions 

would actively influence any of the missions at all. 

Recommendations: 

More attention is needed on measuring the level of contributions to key EU missions. It would 

benefit Action Plan developers and allow a better understanding of the project's total impact 

toward key EU missions. 

Given the ex-durante evaluation and further M&E efforts, pilots also need to pay attention to 

the direct and indirect impacts of interventions and the development of external factors 

beyond each Action plan.  

6.4 The quality of the measurement framework 

While measurement frameworks are well connected with intervention logic and the overall 

ambitions of the Action Plans, the adherence of indicators to the SMART framework remains 

the most significant impediment for assessing implementation progress and results. This 

concerns all types of indicators. Needed improvements are readily implementable by 

additional attention to details and guidelines in most cases. 
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Recommendation: 

Pilots should pay due attention to the M&E section when finalising their Action Plans, not 

limiting themselves to generic phrases but clearly describing the parties involved and their 

responsibilities, the monitoring and evaluation process, expected outcomes and frequency of 

their production, process for data collection and expected use. 

6.5 Stakeholder engagement, ownership, and readiness to participate in Action Plan 

implementation, and their main capacity gains from participation in the foresight 

process 

The ex-ante evaluation results show a very high level of stakeholder engagement in the 

foresight processes. Stakeholders have particularly appreciated the openness and inclusivity 

of the foresight process. Just as highly, they endorsed the results of the foresight process and 

elaborated Regional Action Plans. Stakeholders' trust in the results of the foresight process is 

at a slightly lower level that may be related to the continuing work on finalising the Action 

Plans. Results indicate that pilot teams have organised the foresight process in a very open 

and inclusive way that creates high trust in the process and approval of its results. COVID-19 

restrictions to physical meetings have positively affected the process organisation, resulting 

in increased accessibility and broader involvement of stakeholders. 

Compared with other criteria, stakeholder ownership and readiness to participate in their 

Action Plan implementation is weakest. Overall, stakeholders understand who is responsible 

for implementing their regional Action Plans. Their understanding of how the plans will be 

implemented is comparatively lower. Stakeholders from half of the pilots express a solid 

willingness to implement the plans. This may be related to the fact that Action Plans are still 

under development, and many details have not yet been specified. But it also highlights the 

necessity for closer involvement of stakeholders and explanation of their potential roles. 

The ex-ante evaluation results have confirmed initial assumptions on the additional benefits 

of the foresight process on the capacities and capabilities of participants. The foresight 

process has promoted the implementation of new practices, provided a good collective 

learning and cooperation environment within and between the stakeholders and pilot teams. 

The highest effects are observed in improved cooperation and new skills and knowledge 

acquired. Overall, the results of the ex-ante evaluations show a very high level of stakeholder 

engagement, high-level effects to stakeholder capacities and a medium level of ownership. 

Recommendation: 

Pilots shall continue their efforts in close involvement of stakeholders in finalising Regional 

Action Plans and explaining their potential roles in implementing and monitoring planned 

interventions. Pilots shall pay special attention to the stakeholders and policy actors whose 

role is to mobilise funds to enact selected measures. Pilots shall continue to measure the level 
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of stakeholder engagement ownership and capacity gains during ex-durante and related M&E 

efforts. 

6.6 Effects of ex-ante evaluation to the pilot teams 

The ex-ante evaluation results demonstrate apparent process effects and value promoting 

dialogue with the teams and stakeholders, stimulating critical reflection and thus learning. A 

direct effect of the ex-ante evaluation process is facilitating and accelerating the process of 

elaborating Regional Action Plans and contributing to a more focused, qualitative and 

participatory manner of their development. 

In several cases, there is an evident process value of ex-ante evaluation. A critical look at the 

draft Action Plan and the involvement of a broader range of stakeholders has helped improve 

the plan while increasing the likelihood of its implementation by involving a wide range of 

stakeholders. 

Participation in the foresight exercise and mission-oriented transformation has allowed the 

pilots to develop a qualitatively different planning process with more targeted stakeholder 

involvement, demonstration of techniques and tools. The ex-ante evaluations have facilitated 

an open and reflective process, thus contributing to the overall mission-oriented 

transformation process. 

Recommendation: 

Considering the identified process values from foresight and ex-ante evaluation process, the 

PoliRural project pilot teams and their stakeholders should benefit from more interaction 

between different pilots and matching pilots’ stakeholders. Project teams should consider the 

promotion of more active international networking opportunities. 

6.7 Future developments and next steps 

By the cut off date of this ex-ante report (December 15 2021), all pilots have developed the 

first versions of their Regional Action Plans. The ex-ante reports highlight areas for various 

improvements, e.g., the clarity and focus of proposed measures, quality of the KPIs, better-

articulated alignment with key EU missions, a more explicit M&E process, and stronger 

stakeholder involvement. The pilots are continuing their work, and the final versions of their 

Action Plans will be ready by the end of February 2022.  

According to the project design, pilots will conduct the next ex-durante evaluation in summer 

2022. The main task of ex-durante evaluation is to measure the progress of the indicators 

identified and, based on the ex-ante baseline measurement, to compare the changes and their 

potential attribution to the PoliRural project. As the pilots are still refining their Action Plans 

and the implementation of the plans will in most cases have just started, it can be expected 

that the ex-durante evaluation will have limited possibilities to make an accurate comparison 

of project impacts. That could be both because the measures will not be implemented yet and 
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the lack of adequate data (many pilot regions lack adequate and timely regional data). 

Therefore, the ex-durante evaluation may be designed as a second phase of this ex-ante 

evaluation, re-analysing the internal coherence of the final versions of the Action Plans, the 

contribution to EU missions, the quality of the measurement framework and assessing the 

work with stakeholders. 
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8 Annex 1 Ex-ante Evaluation Reports of the 12 Pilots Ex-ante 

Evaluation Reports of the 12 Pilots are available here (link to Google Drive location). 

  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11QQ7fiRhtJyUrpmA0SV6m7y1sm7G1wWN?usp=sharing
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9 Annex 2 Ex-ante Evaluation Methodology 
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T.6.1. Ex-ante evaluation methodology 
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According to the Grant agreement every pilot has to carry out two data collection tasks – before the 
start of interventions (ex-ante) and a few months later (ex-durante). Grant agreement specifies that 
for both tasks the same methodology (questions) should be applied. Aim of ex-ante and ex-durante 
evaluations is to look for difference between both assessments to identify changes that may be 
attributed to PoliRural project. 
 
Results of both evaluations shall be summarised in two deliverables:  

- Deliverable D6.1 Ex-ante Intervention Case Study shall codify baseline data from participants 
so that it can be compared with new responses in a few months’ time (to be delivered by M32 
– January 2022); 

- Deliverable D6.3 Ex-durante Intervention Case Study shall redact results of the “after” part of 
the two-stage evaluation exercise (to be delivered by M39 – August 2022). 

 
This document consists of methodology description and guidelines for carrying out the first deliverable 
- ex-ante evaluation.  
 
Evaluation is an applied inquiry process for collecting and synthesizing evidence that culminates in 
conclusions about the state of affairs, value, merit, worth, significance or quality of a program, 
product, person, or plan (Fournier, 2005). Ex-ante evaluation is conducted prior to the implementation 
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of a strategy, piece of legislation, programme or project, in our case a Foresight package consisting of 
Foresight Vison, Action Plan and Roadmap aimed at bringing transformations in the pilot regions. 
 
It is worth conducting an ex-ante evaluation during the process of designing an actionable policy 
framework for it allows to review it and improve the planned interventions for selecting the most 
optimal territorial development actions. Ex-ante evaluation offers several benefits for various 
stakeholders, including public authorities, civil society, private sector – stakeholders that shall be 
responsible for implementation of designed Action Plans. 
 
There are various ways of planning and organising an ex-ante evaluation– internal vs. external; 
bottom-up vs. top-down approaches that largely depend on the context, needs and purpose of the 
evaluation. There is no ex-ante evaluation approach or method that fits all situations. This 
methodology, therefore, does not advocate for the use of one method or another. Rather, it provides 
a framework and sequence of actions that allows to consider individual nature and context of each 
pilot region and to choose the ways in which these analytical actions can be applied. Ex-ante 
evaluation should always be context specific and made in accordance with the specificities of a given 
pilot region. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

What is evaluation, ex-ante evaluation, ex-durante evaluation 

Evaluation is an applied inquiry process for collecting and synthesizing evidence that culminates in 

conclusions about the state of affairs, value, merit, worth, significance or quality of a program, 

product, person, or plan (Fournier, 2005). It is a systematic process based on evaluation criteria that 

are set in advance to maintain focus and objectivity. Evaluation is a multi-actor, multi-level process 

involving those who organise and conduct an evaluation and those who use the results. 

One of the main purposes of an evaluation is to support learning by providing opportunity to ask 

important questions, reconsider the choices made and providing useful information for decision 

making. Thus, it is helping to improve policies and programmes, as well as their implementation, 

assess performance of involved actors, the relevance and efficacy of institutions and management 

practices, etc. 

As the term clearly indicates, ex-ante evaluation is conducted prior to the implementation of a policy, 

programme or project. It’s main purpose is to support the development of programme initiatives and 

improve the planning of interventions (Stockmann, 2011).  

More specifically, ex-ante evaluation is done to:  

- improve the quality of a new intervention, 

- provide information based on which decision makers can judge the value of a proposal,  

- provide information for future steering decisions,  

- assure evaluability of intervention at a later stage,  

- enable relevant stakeholders to continuously measure outcomes/impacts. 

Ex-durante evaluation is conducted during the implementation phase of an intervention with an aim 

to support decision-making for the implementation and by doing so enabling corrections to be made 

to the intervention design early on (Rossi et al. 2004). 

Ex-durante evaluations will follow ex-ante evaluations few months later and their main purpose is to 

document the progress made, to review the involvement of main stakeholders and to identify the first 

indications of intervention effects. During the Regional Action Plan implementation process ex-

durante evaluations may be done several times either as separate activities or integrated in larger 

monitoring processes and systems.  
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II. ORGANISING AND MANAGING AN EX-ANTE EVALUATION 
 

Ex-ante evaluation process is divided in five consecutive steps: 

1. Scoping (context) 

2. Intervention logic 

3. Defining baseline and future values 

4. Assessing performance and engagement 

5. Integrate data and compile report 

 

 
Picture #1 Main steps of ex-ante evaluation 

 
 

2.1. Scoping (context)  
Goal of the scoping phase is to understand the context of planned interventions and to define what, 

why, in what time frame, by whom and for what purpose will be evaluated thus forming analytical 

framework of ex-ante evaluation.  

Scoping phase shall define following elements: 

- evaluation purpose or what is the main reason why this evaluation shall be done, 

- evaluation object or what exactly should be evaluated, 

- time horizon for which the ex-ante evaluation aims to provide information, or what period 

of time will be taken into consideration by the evaluation, 

- who will be doing evaluation and how other stakeholders will be involved, their roles and 

responsibilities, 

- use of evaluation results or how its results will be used, by whom and for what purpose. 

Evaluation purpose 

Evaluation purpose is the main reason why an evaluation is being done. Main purpose of an ex-ante 

evaluation shall be improvement of the quality of the Regional Action Plan, providing information for 

future decisions and ensuring mutual learning during this process. To assure that this purpose is 

fulfilled it is very important that before the start all stakeholders involved in elaboration of the Action 

Plan and its evaluation have a shared understanding and vision about the main purpose and role of 

ex-ante evaluation.  

Checklist:  

 Purpose of the ex-ante evaluation discussed and agreed with main involved stakeholders. 

Evaluation object 
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All pilots by now have undergone a long way in their Foresight exercises. Jointly with our stakeholders 

during previous steps we have formulated Visions for transformation of our regions, analysed various 

driving forces and now we are in the process of drafting our Action Plans. Action Plans consist of one 

or several vision paths (interventions) that shall lead to the desired transitions in areas that are 

important for development of our regions. These paths contain specific steps (actions) that shall be 

performed by certain actors leading to expected outcomes that may result in changes (impacts) 

demonstrating desired transformations. 

Object of the ex-ante evaluation shall be the Action Plan and all interventions (vision paths) that have 

been articulated during its development. However, by the time of ex-ante evaluation not all 

interventions may be defined at the same level of clarity and details. Therefore, one of the tasks of ex-

ante evaluation team is together with authors of the Action Plan to discuss which interventions will 

be included in the final version of the Action Plan and shall be the subject of the evaluation (are ready 

for an evaluation). It is possible that during the ex-ante evaluation process some of vision paths may 

be significantly redesigned or even withdrawn from the Action Plan as not sufficiently articulated. 

Interventions may differ also by the level of their complexity. E.g., some may consist of just few well- 

articulated actions that are fully in the area of influence of pilot regions or involved actors. Some may 

be of more complex nature requiring involvement of many independent actors and different parallel 

activities that may be out of sphere of influence of involved stakeholders. In such cases ex-ante 

evaluation teams together with authors of the Action Plans shall define the boundaries of each 

intervention choosing one or few vision paths from a larger network of actions. 

Checklist:  

 Evaluation team and involved stakeholders have determined and clarified which actions are 

ready for the ex-ante evaluation 

 

Time horizon  

Results of an ex-ante evaluation may be influenced by the time horizon for which the ex-ante 

evaluation aims to provide information. Ex-ante team and involved stakeholders shall jointly agree on 

the time period that will be taken into consideration by the evaluation. The longer the time horizon, 

the greater the uncertainty, as it becomes harder to identify what new influencing factors might 

appear in the more distant future. 

Discussion on time horizon shall also include decisions and plans for other evaluations to be done 

during the implementation of the Action Plans. After 7 months an ex-durante evaluation should be 

performed by the same evaluation team. Good practice requires to perform regular ex-durante 

evaluations during the Action Plan implementation period e.g., each two years and an ex post 

evaluation after the end of the Action Plan implementation.  

Checklist:  

 Evaluation team and involved stakeholders have agreed what period of time will be taken into 

consideration by the evaluation  
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 Evaluation team and involved stakeholders have agreed what other evaluations shall be done 

during the implementation of the Action Plans 

 

Picture #2 Time horizon for ex-ante and ex-durante evaluations 

 

 

Evaluation team  

Ex-ante evaluation may be carried out: 

- by the same people who are involved in the elaboration of the Action Plan,  

- by their colleagues from the same organisations, that may have a more unbiased view,  

- by stakeholders that are involved in the foresight activities of the Polirural project, 

- a mix from all before mentioned.  

Best practice would be to organize the ex-ante evaluation team from persons that are not directly 

involved in drafting the regional Action Plan but have been involved in the foresight activities of the 

Polirural project. It is advised to involve members from the project Monitoring Committee thus 

creating an opportunity for their closer involvement and mix of various perspectives.  

When composition of the evaluation team is decided members shall jointly discuss and agree on their 

roles and responsibilities during the evaluation as well as their role in cooperation with the authors of 

the Action Plan. It is advised to create close professional cooperation relationships between 

evaluation team and Action Plan authors concentrating on a common goal – facilitation of the 

expected transformations through improvement of the Action Plan. 

Checklist:  

 Involved stakeholders have agreed who will conduct the evaluation and what will be their 

roles and responsibilities  

Use of results  

Last step of the scoping phase is discussion and agreement on expected ways how results of the 

evaluation will be used, by whom and for what purpose. Each evaluation shall be organized in a 

manner that its results are used at its maximum potential to improve the evaluation object – in this 

case the regional Action Plan. Best practice would be for the evaluation team together with authors 

of the Action Plan identify who would be the main intended users of the evaluation and what are their 

information needs, or how they would use the results of the evaluation.  
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Checklist:  

 Evaluation team and involved stakeholders have discussed and agreed how evaluation results 

will be used and identified the main intended users 
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2.2. Intervention analysis  
Goal of this phase is to review the planned interventions assessing their internal coherence and 

potential contribution to key EU missions. The result of this step shall be improved intervention logic 

of the regional Action Plans with clearly defined objectives and plausibly explained measures of their 

achievement.  

Ex-ante evaluation team in this step shall:  

- review how the intervention logic is presented for each measure included in the Action Plan,  

- analyse whether the proposed measures match the identified policy challenges and needs,  

- assess whether the various proposed measures are likely to bring the achievement of the 

expected transformations. 

This can be done by examining the causal links between the proposed actions, their outputs, and the 

intended results. Main question here is whether these actions will lead to the expected outputs, 

whether these outputs are conducive to achieving outcomes and may lead to expected 

changes/impacts.  

Main tool for analysis shall be the logic model of the intervention. Ex-ante evaluation team 

together with authors of the plan shall present all elements of each intervention (inputs, 

activities, outputs, outcomes and expected impacts/changes) as a series of boxes arranged in 

a purposeful order. Indicators and KPIs shall be added at the appropriate steps of intervention. 

Then ex-ante evaluators should scrutinize the assumptions made to determine how the links 

between each element supposedly lead to the next level. If these cause-effect relationships 

deem as not convincing, evaluators together with authors of the plan should consider 

alternative actions/outcomes. To carry out this analysis, the evaluators should track every 

step along the intervention logic. During the analysis evaluators should also explore diverse 

perspectives and contextual factors that could influence the achievement of intended 

changes. 

Picture #3 Sample logic model and focus of analysis 
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After analysis of internal coherence of measures included in the Action Plan ex-ante evaluation team 

shall review the contribution of measures to the key EU missions. Polirural project has identified four 

main EU missions that it is willing to contribute to: 

- Achieve a JUST transition to NET-ZERO by 2050 (the Green Deal), 

- RECOVER from the pandemic and improve the RESILIENCE of the regions,  

- Implement a NEW MODEL of AGRICULTURE in Europe (post-carbon, CAP reform), 

- Implement a nature-based model of sustainability based on BIODIVERSITY. 

Task of the ex-ante evaluation team is to examine how the proposed interventions contribute to the 

objectives of these missions. Evaluation team shall assess to which extent do the planned measures 

respond to the challenges and needs related to the implementation of these high-level missions at 

regional level especially in rural areas.  

Checklist:  

 Each intervention is sufficiently described so that its nature is understandable, intended 

objectives, addressed challenges, and expected impacts are specified in a convincing way. 

 All intervention elements are presented in a purposeful order so that it is clear what is 

expected to occur, how and why.  

 All relevant stakeholders, their roles, and responsibilities in implementation of the 

intervention are identified in a convincing way 

 Required resources (financial, human etc.) are clearly identified. 

 Planned measures respond to the challenges and needs related to the implementation of 

high-level EU missions at regional level and especially in rural areas.  
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2.3. Baseline and future values  
Goal of this phase is to ensure that measurement framework of the regional Action Plan is clear and 

operational. The result of this step shall be finalized monitoring and evaluation plan of the Action Plan. 

Ex-ante evaluation team in this step shall:  

- review the proposed measurement framework,  

- collect/verify baseline data for all indicators, 

- identify/review the estimated future reference values,  

- review procedures for monitoring and evaluation of the Action Plan.  

Indicators are the core of the measurement system and represent tools used to assess the progress 

made towards expected objectives. Indicators are linked together by the causal chains of the 

intervention logic of each measure included in the Action Plan. Indicators consist of several 

components, including a definition, a value, and a unit of measurement. Some indicators provide 

information on the directly observable effects of implemented activities; some represent changes in 

policy areas measured by official statistics at regional or national level; others require specific data 

collection and interpretation using appropriate evaluation methods to identify the contribution of the 

intervention. 

Types of indicators: 

- Input indicators that demonstrate resources invested for initiating the actions, 

- Output indicators which are directly linked to the activities and measures carried out, 

- Outcome indicators which capture the direct effects of interventions and are linked to areas 

of interest, 

- Policy level impact indicators, which are related to the expected transformative changes or 

overarching goals of key EU missions. 

Ex-ante evaluators shall review each indicator assigning them to appropriate levels of the intervention 

logic, assess their clarity, specificity, measurability, achievability, relevance to the proposed actions, 

expected outcomes or changes and availability. In other words, evaluators should assess if proposed 

indicators are SMART (specific, measurable, available/achievable in a cost-effective way, relevant for 

the programme and available in a timely manner). 

Next ex-ante evaluators should review and verify baseline values for each indicator examining if 

baseline values are correctly defined, data sources are available and reliable. Similarly, evaluation 

team should verify future values checking how these values have been defined, verifying whether 

methods proposed for their calculation are rigorous enough as well as assessing the plausibility of the 

estimates made in relation to the actions and potential development trends. 

After reviewing baseline and future values ex-ante evaluators shall assess outlined procedures for 

monitoring and evaluation of the Action Plan. Ex-ante evaluation team may help authors of the Action 

Plan to devise a Monitoring and evaluation plan specifying what data and at what time period shall be 

collected and by whom to ascertain that progress towards the desired change is made. Tasks in this 

step may require documentary review, data collection, interviews, surveys, Delphi method etc. 

Checklist:  
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 Measurement framework is sound and described in sufficient detail; each indicator is SMART 

and can be tracked to appropriate level of the intervention logic. 

 Identified baseline values are correct, relevant, and reliable.  

 Proposed future values are appropriate and plausible and can give a reliable indication that 

measures are on track to attain their objectives. 

 Action Plan contains clear monitoring and evaluation section outlining what data will be 

collected by whom in what way and for what purpose.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4. Performance and engagement  
Goal of this phase is to assess Action Plan readiness for implementation from stakeholder engagement 

perspective and effects of the foresight process on involved stakeholders. Results of this phase will 

help to identify how effectively stakeholders have been engaged in the foresight process, to assess 

level of their ownership and readiness to participate in Action Plan implementation and their main 

capacity gains.  

Main tools for data collection may be survey, interviews, or Delphi method. Below are provided 

sample questions divided in three sections related to stakeholder engagement, ownership and 

acquired capacities. Pilots may adjust and personalize the questions, but it is advised not to change 

the overall structure of sections to ensure comparability of pilot results. At the beginning of 

questionnaires pilots may ask respondents to indicate which of the Action Plan measures the 

respondent is professionally or personally connected with, so following questions may be referred to 

those topics.  

Results of the survey/interviews shall be summarized using evaluation rubrics developed to assess 

overall level of stakeholders’ engagement, ownership and acquired capabilities. Evaluation rubrics are 

systematic, transparent and flexible set of guidelines for defining quality, value and importance, and 

for interpreting evidence against these definitions.  

Stakeholder engagement in the process may be assessed by asking questions on their involvement in 

the process, openness and inclusiveness of this process, their trust to the results of this process and 

extent to what they endorse the results of this process. Similar questions may be asked both during 

ex-ante and during ex-durante evaluation.  

Table #1 Sample questions reflecting stakeholders’ engagement 
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EX-ANTE EX-DURANTE 

Engagement in the process Engagement and endorsement 

1. Have you been involved in the process of 
elaborating Foresight packages / Regional Action 
Plans? [yes; no] 

1. Have you been involved in the process of 
elaborating Foresight packages / Regional Action 
Plans? [yes; no] 

1a. If yes: How open and inclusive was this process? NA 

2. At what level do you trust the results of this 
process?  
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

2. At what level do you trust the results of this 
process?  
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

3. Do you endorse/approve the elaborated Foresight 
packages / Regional Action Plans? To what extent? 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

3. Do you endorse/approve the elaborated Foresight 
packages / Regional Action Plans? To what extent? 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table #2 Evaluation Rubric on stakeholders’ engagement 

Engagement 
level 

Criteria 

 

The process of elaborating Foresight packages / Regional Action Plans has been 
implemented with very high openness, good ethics, inclusion, and in ways that 
creates high trust to the process and approval of its results. Clear and excellent 
example of stakeholders’ engagement. 

 

The process of elaborating Foresight packages / Regional Action Plans has been 
implemented with high level of openness, good ethics, inclusion, and in ways that 
creates trust to the process and approval of its results. Some minor 
inconsistencies may be evident as opportunities for strengthening stakeholders’ 
engagement. 

 

Overall, the process of elaborating Foresight packages / Regional Action Plans has 
been implemented with reasonable level of openness, good ethics, inclusion, and 
in ways that to some extent creates trust to the process and approval of its 
results. Other inconsistencies are evident, but none of them are very serious. 

 

Several major limitations are evident in the stakeholders’ engagement in the 
process of elaborating Foresight packages / Regional Action Plans. Relevant issues 
may be observed relate to openness, ethics, inclusion, and misalignment in ways 
that lose trust to the process and approval of its results. 

Very high 

High 

Medium 

Low 
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Stakeholders’ ownership over the implementation process of regional Action Plans may be assessed 

by asking questions about their understanding on responsibilities for implementation, ways of 

implementation and their readiness to participate in Action Plan implementation. 

Table #3 Sample questions reflecting stakeholders’ ownership and understanding 

EX-ANTE EX-DURANTE 

Ownership and understanding Ownership and understanding 

4. To what extent do you agree with the statement?  
“I know who is responsible for implementation of 
the regional Action Plan” 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

4. To what extent do you agree with the statement?  
“I know who is responsible for implementation of 
the regional Action Plan” 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

5. To what extent do you agree with the statement? 
“It is clear for me in what way / how the regional 
Action Plan should be implemented” 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

5. To what extent do you agree with the statement? 
“It is clear for me in what way / how the regional 
Action Plan should be implemented” 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

 6. In last 7 months have you been involved in 
implementation of Foresight packages / Regional 
Action Plans? [yes; no] 

6a. Do you foresee your participation in 
implementation of Foresight packages / Regional 
Action Plans?  
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

6a. If no: Do you foresee your participation in 
implementation of Foresight packages / Regional 
Action Plans?  
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

Table #4 Evaluation Rubric on stakeholders’ ownership 

Ownership 
level 

Criteria 

 

A critical mass of stakeholders participating in elaboration of Foresight packages / 
Regional Action Plans have clear understanding on ways how Action Plan shall be 
implemented and who is responsible for that. They express strong ownership of it 
and are ready to engage in Action Plan implementation. 

 

There is a close to a critical mass of stakeholders participating in elaboration of 
Foresight packages / Regional Action Plans that have clear understanding on ways 
how Action Plan shall be implemented and who is responsible for that. Several 
stakeholders express strong ownership of it and are ready to engage in Action 
Plan implementation, but others are not convinced yet.  

 

Several stakeholders participating in elaboration of Foresight packages / Regional 
Action Plans have clear understanding on ways how Action Plan shall be 
implemented and who is responsible for that. Only a few stakeholders express 
strong ownership of it and are ready to engage in Action Plan implementation, 
but most are not convinced yet. 

 

Only a few stakeholders participating in elaboration of Foresight packages / 
Regional Action Plans understand how Action Plan shall be implemented and who 
is responsible for that. Almost none of stakeholders recognise their role in its 
implementation and are ready to participate in Action Plan implementation at a 
minor role. 

Very high 

High 

Medium 

Low 
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Foresight process has worth on its own and participation in it may bring various effects on involved 

actors and organisations. Such effects may include networking, increasing skills, complementing 

information needs, reducing uncertainty, seeking active participation, coordinating participants' 

interests and creating a conscious audience (Parkkonen, 2019). Creating networks in the context of 

foresight processes may increase cooperation between organizations and bring together actors. 

Foresight process can reduce uncertainty by identifying risks; increase knowledge by building 

alternative visions and scenarios. Foresight processes can also promote learning of individuals, 

organizations, and communities, and increase their skills. (Amanatidou & Guy 2008, 543–544.) 

Capacities and capabilities acquired by stakeholders from participating in the foresight process may 

be assessed by asking questions on increased cooperation opportunities, increased insights, obtained 

knowledge and skills, and capacity for implementing and monitoring of plans. 

Table #5 Sample questions reflecting acquired capacities and capabilities 

EX-ANTE EX-DURANTE 

Acquired capacities and capabilities:  Acquired capacities and capabilities after a while 

7. To what extent do you agree with the statement? 
“Participation in elaboration of Foresight packages / 
Regional Action Plans has increased cooperation 
among involved stakeholders (e.g. by creating 
networks, new platforms and bringing actors 
together)” 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

7. To what extent do you agree with the statement? 
“Participation in elaboration of Foresight packages / 
Regional Action Plans has increased cooperation 
among involved stakeholders (e.g. by creating 
networks, new platforms and bringing actors 
together)” 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

8. To what extent do you agree with the statement? 
“Participation in elaboration of Foresight packages / 
Regional Action Plans has increased insights by 
building alternative visions and scenarios, 
complementing information needs and reducing 
uncertainties” 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

8. To what extent do you agree with the statement? 
“Participation in elaboration of Foresight packages / 
Regional Action Plans has increased insights by 
building alternative visions and scenarios, 
complementing information needs and reducing 
uncertainties” 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

9. To what extent do you agree with the statement? 
“Participation in elaboration of Foresight packages / 
Regional Action Plans has promoted learning and 
gaining skills at individual, organisation, community 
(regional) level.” 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

9. To what extent do you agree with the statement? 
“Participation in elaboration of Foresight packages / 
Regional Action Plans has promoted learning and 
gaining skills at individual, organisation, community 
(regional) level.” 
[definitely not, rather no than yes; rather yes than 
no; definitely yes] 

 

Table #6 Evaluation Rubric on acquired capacities and capabilities 

Acquired 
capacities & 
capabilities 

Criteria 
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The process of elaborating Foresight packages / Regional Action Plans has 
promoted strong and effective collective learning and cooperation environment 
within and between the stakeholders and pilot teams. Almost all stakeholders 
acknowledge strong effects to their capacities and capabilities because of 
participation in foresight process. 

 

The process of elaborating Foresight packages / Regional Action Plans has 
promoted good collective learning and cooperation environment within and 
between the stakeholders and pilot teams. Several stakeholders acknowledge 
that participation in foresight process has enhanced their capacities and 
capabilities, but there may be a room to enhance deeper effects. 

 

Overall, the process of elaborating Foresight packages / Regional Action Plans has 
promoted collective learning and cooperation environment within and between 
the stakeholders and pilot teams. Only a few stakeholders acknowledge some 
effects to their capacities and capabilities because of participation in foresight 
process.  

 

Several major limitations are evident that have hindered collective learning and 
cooperation environment within and between the stakeholders and pilot teams 
during the foresight process. Almost none of stakeholders acknowledge some 
effects to their capacities and capabilities because of participation in foresight 
process.  

 

Checklist:  

 Assessed stakeholder involvement in the foresight process, its openness and inclusiveness, 

their trust in the results and extent to what they endorse the results. 

 Assessed stakeholder ownership over the implementation process of regional Action Plans 

and their readiness to participate. 

 Assessed capacities and capabilities acquired by stakeholders from participating in the 

foresight process. 

 

Very high 

High 

Medium 

Low 
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2.5. Reporting  
Goal of this phase is to summarise main results and conclusions from all previous phases in a short 

report. We suggest generally not to exceed 1-2 paragraphs per bullet point. Report is prepared and 

submitted to VPR by 15 December 2021, addressed to krisjanis.veitners@vidzeme.lv and 

andzejs.stepancuks@vidzeme.lv.  

OUTLINE OF THE REPORT 

Executive summary 

• Main findings of the evaluation 

• Conclusions and recommendations 

Introduction 

• Purpose of the report 

• Authors, structure and any other relevant information 

1. Context and needs  

• Brief contextual information about the evaluation object (regional Action Plan): identified policy 

challenges, transformational measures, identified stakeholders and target groups affected. 

Answer to the questions: Is planned intervention relevant? For whom?  

• Short description of the evaluation process: purpose, steps, time horizon, expected use and 

evaluation team.  

• Short description of interaction of the ex-ante evaluation team with authors of the plan and other 

stakeholders. 

2. Coherence and contribution 

• Short assessment of the programme’s intervention logic. Answer to the questions: How clear and 

coherent is intervention design? Can it bring the expected change?  

• The assessment of the expected contribution of the chosen measures to achieve the targets of 

key missions of EU. Answer to the question: How interventions are planning to contribute to key 

missions of EU at national and regional level? 

3. Measurement framework 

• Results of assessment of measurement framework and its linkage to the intervention logic. 

• List of quantified baseline and target values for indicators.  

• Short assessment of the suitability of the indicators for measuring expected transformations. 

• Assessment of the proposed monitoring and evaluation plan. 

4. Performance and engagement 

• Assessment of stakeholder engagement in the foresight process. 

• Assessment of stakeholder level of ownership and readiness to participate in Action Plan 

implementation  

• Assessment of main capacity gains from participation in foresight process. 

Conclusions and recommendations 

mailto:krisjanis.veitners@vidzeme.lv
mailto:andzejs.stepancuks@vidzeme.lv
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III. TIMELINE  
 

Pilots Timeline VPR with support of MIGAL, CKA 

Pilots draft AP (with initial information), 

share with WP6 leaders (VPR, MIGAL, CKA) 

By 30 

September 

VPR coordinates bilateral meetings with 12 pilots 

for October, familiarizes with all APs 

  

Bilateral meetings with 12 pilots 

(VPR + pilot) 

By 31 

October 

VPR discuss AP draft with pilots, supports for 

identifying contributions to main EC policies, 

introduces Ex-Ante task and explains how AP 

supports evaluation 

Supportive bilateral meetings upon need  By 14 

December 

VPR is available for consultations regarding Ex-

Ante, Action Plans (with support of CKA) 

Pilots submit updated Action Plan (version 

2) + Ex-Ante evaluation 

By 15 

December 

VPR collects all Action Plans and Ex-antes, works 

on D6.1. 

Pilots contribute to the development of 

D6.1. with clarifications and explanations 

upon need 

By 21 

January 

D6.1. ready by the end of January with 

conclusions for AP improvements, evaluation 

results, validity etc. 

Pilots submit final versions of Action Plans By 28 

February 

VPR gets familiar with all updated actions plans, 

are available for meetings upon need 

Pilots contribute to the development of 

D6.2. with clarifications and explanations 

upon need 

By 29 April VPR collects 12 Action Plans, analyse based on the 

geography, policy needs, etc., prepares D6.2. 

Bilateral meetings with pilots for Ex-

Durante evaluation organized 

By 31 May VPR coordinates bilateral meetings with 12 pilots, 

introduce Ex-Durante task 

Pilots Submit Ex-Durante evaluation By 29 July VPR collects all Ex-Durante reports and prepares 

D6.3. 

Pilots contribute to the development of 

D6.3. with clarifications and explanations 

upon need 

By 31 August VPR finalizes D6.3. by the end of August. 

Deliverable includes instructions, guidance on 

further actions to be taken to continue monitoring 

the progress of AP implementation 

Roadmaps finalized By 30 

September 

CKA supports pilots 
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ANNEX 1. Checklist 

Scoping 

 Purpose of the ex-ante evaluation discussed and agreed with main involved stakeholders. 

 Evaluation team and involved stakeholders have determined and clarified which actions are 
ready for the ex-ante evaluation. 

 Evaluation team and involved stakeholders have agreed what period of time will be taken 
into consideration by the evaluation. 

 Evaluation team and involved stakeholders have agreed what other evaluations shall be done 
during the implementation of the Action Plans. 

 Involved stakeholders have agreed who will conduct the evaluation and what will be their 
roles and responsibilities. 

 Evaluation team and involved stakeholders have discussed and agreed how evaluation results 
will be used and identified the main intended users. 

Intervention analysis 

 Each intervention is sufficiently described so that its nature is understandable, intended 
objectives, addressed challenges, and expected impacts are specified in a convincing way. 

 All intervention elements are presented in a purposeful order so that it is clear what is 
expected to occur, how and why. 

 All relevant stakeholders, their roles, and responsibilities in implementation of the 
intervention are identified in a convincing way. 

 Required resources (financial, human etc.) are clearly identified. 

 Planned measures respond to the challenges and needs related to the implementation of 
high-level EU missions at regional level and especially in rural areas.  

Baseline and future values 

 Measurement framework is sound and described in sufficient detail; each indicator is 
SMART and can be tracked to appropriate level of the intervention logic. 

 Identified baseline values are correct, relevant, and reliable. 

 Proposed future values are appropriate and plausible and can give a reliable indication that 
measures are on track to attain their objectives. 

 Action Plan contains clear monitoring and evaluation section outlining what data will be 
collected by whom in what way and for what purpose.  

Performance and engagement 

 Assessed stakeholder involvement in the foresight process, its openness and inclusiveness, 
their trust in the results and extent to what they endorse the results. 

 Assessed stakeholder ownership over the implementation process of regional Action Plans 
and their readiness to participate. 

 Assessed capacities and capabilities acquired by stakeholders from participating in the 
foresight process. 

 


